## Suggesting and Recommending

### Suggesting

- What I suggest is that you (+ s) . . .
- I suggest that you (+ s) . . .
- I would suggest that you (+ s) . . .
- I advise that you (+ s) . . .
- I would advise that you (+ s) . . .
- I advise you to . . .
- I wonder if . . .
- Why don't you . . .?
- What would you say to . . .?
- If I were in your place . . .
- If I were in your shoes . . .
- If I were you . . .
- Have you thought about . . .?
- Have you tried . . .?

### Recommending

- It's essential that (subject) (+ s) . . .
- It would be better if . . .
- We recommend that (subject) (+ s) . . .
- It would be preferable that (subject) (+ s) . . .
- It would be nice if . . .
- I think that it's better to . . .
- Why don't you . . .
- Maybe it would be a better idea if . . .
- Perhaps it would be better to . . .

(+ s) = plus subjunctive